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BLACK NEIGHBORS 1617 U FORM 140

Party Witness Information:

1. List of Witnesses:

* Gregory Adams: Born in Adams Morgan & raised in DC, living at 2105 17th St NW for 40 years, 
with a family line going back to his great grandfather who came to DC in 1800's. His home is in the 
famous Strivers Section of DC just adjacent to the subject site. 

* Neighbor. TBD.

* Expert TBD.

2. Presentation:

* Gregory Adams will speak about the being the last Black household on this block of 17th Street and 
witnessing the transformation of communities with redevelopment and rezoning and the impacts on 
Black DC neighbors. And, also speak to the lack of accounting of redevelopment promises and the term
"affordable" housing.

* Witness on importance of racial equity in the rezoning of the 2-acres of public land and subsequent 
redevelopment vis-a-vis the DC Comprehensive Plan, TBD.

* Expert, TBD.

3. Experts:

* Expert TBD.

4. Total time for presentation 

* Estimated at 20 minutes

-----

FORM 140 PARTY STATUS CRITERIA

1. The DC Office of Planning says at page 20 of their June 16, 2023 report: "... the proposed zoning 
would enable future residential development that would benefit moderate- and lower-income District 
residents who, in the Mid-City area, are predominately Black." Our members, Black Neighbors of 1617
U Street argue that the proposed zoning and "future residential development" would not benefit us, 
rather it will harm us.  We have keen direct interest in seeing these 2-acres of public land (Sq. 0175, 
Lots 826 & 827) be rezoned and redeveloped in a way to repair the harms of the past, not further 
impose displacement pressures on us. And we want our interest in the future of this public land to help 
mitigate socio-economic and environmental impacts as we are considered a vulnerable population of 
Black neighbors.



2. Black Neighbors of 1617 U Street are legally invested in the future of these 2-acres of public land 
and its redevelopment. We all live in the vicinity and we are neighbors of our police and fire stations 
and benefit from and rely on their timely life safety services. Further, Black fire and police officers 
can't live in this community where they serve. More importantly, as noted above, the future of this site 
must be used to forthrightly repair the past harms specific to Black neighbors and mitigate the recent 
extreme affordable housing crisis that has affected our Black community immensely. 

3. Most members of Black Neighbors of 1617 U live very close to the subject site if not within several 
blocks. Members who are within 200 feet may share similar concerns as other parties, however what 
distinguishes us is that we seek to lift up the racial equity policies of the Comprehensive Plan vis-a-vis 
this proposed rezoning and how it may specifically and concretely and uniquely affect our Black 
neighbors.

4. If this application is approved, the result will be rezoning of this very large public site to a district 
(MU10) representing the type of bulk of a downtown-sized district (100+ feet tall) "by-right." The 
impacts subsequent to the rezoning born of constructing an MU10-sized building will more uniquely 
affect us as Black neighbors (due to the racial wealth/income gaps) as we don't routinely have the 
finances and types of insurance that perhaps others may be privileged to have to take care of adverse 
effects on our over 100-year old homes. We feel our houses shake when basic utility work is being 
done on the streets as it is.  Also, as Black neighbors we are more vulnerable than the general public 
our white counterparts due to the historical poor health issues imposed on us and that we are dealing 
with, like asthma and heart issues as shown in DC's health care indexes. The construction impacts of a 
MU10 building will greatly exacerbate these health issues and lead to our likely displacement or worse.
Our members are mostly seniors and they will be harmed by your approval of this rezoning. And, this 
type of rezoning has been demonstrated to impact Black neighbors acutely leading to our being costed 
out of our DC neighborhoods when these types of proposals are approved (as demonstrated in Navy 
Yard, Southwest, H Street, Shaw, south of Union Market, etc.).

5. There is a dearth of green space nearby and we expect the caretakers of public land to consider these 
types of recreation needs for Black neighbors, MU10 isn't it.  Disruption of our life safety services is a 
terribly important adverse impact especially to our Black seniors. And, the Office of Planning reporting
on "racial equity" is not representative of Black voices or our neighbors' pressing issues, in fact it is a 
abandonment and harm. We intend to propel a true racial equity lens and analysis of this rezoning 
proposal that is so far missing now.

6. As highlighted above, Black Neighbors of 1617 U Street are in fact most uniquely and concretely 
impacted than the general public both due to their proximity to the subject site and importantly due to 
the relevance this 2-acre public property has in repairing the harms of displacement and racism of the 
past.  We seek to ensure that Black neighbors will and must truly benefit from this site as it is owed and
due for years and years of disinvestment and abuse of our rights, our health and our socio-economic 
conditions.

[See signature page]








